
The Lost Trails
Team 385



Point Pleasant Shopping Mall 
(1982-2020)

• The 2-story, 500,000 sq. ft. mall sat dormant in Point
Pleasant, West Virginia for 2 years following its
abandonment during the COVID-19 Pandemic.

• Team 385 has been commissioned to breathe new life
into the space. This family entertainment center
utilizes experiential walkthroughs, dining, shopping,
and a heavily themed, powered roller coaster.

• Point Pleasant, WV is home to the legend of
Mothman. This indoor park incorporates the heritage
and folklore of the town, while expanding it with
cryptids from across the world.



Welcome travelers, near and far. We are the
Cryptozoological Detective Agency, or, for short, the
C.D.A.

As the nights get longer, our chances to investigate
the legends and myths of the world greatly
increase. They lurk in the terrain before you.

We need your help to find our "friends",
Mothman, Bigfoot, Loch Ness Monster, and more.
Through adventures and quests, you will uncover the
truth behind the legends of these mysterious
creatures.

Do you have what it takes to help the C.D.A. explore
The Lost Trails?



Layout



After arriving for your reservation time, you step into
what looks like a normal cabin. Upon entering you find a
mysterious center for the C.D.A.

You are directed to purchase a Lost Trails Discovery Band
(pictured on the left) at the counter near the door. This is
your ticket of entry. This band will be scannable around
attractions, as well as lockers and fitting rooms.

You meet Sam, a CDA veteran explorer who briefs new
recruits. Sam guides the group to sit in on a short video
about the C.D.A., attractions, and Discovery Bands –
useful tools that allow explorers to uncover clues and
trigger special effects during their adventures. The video
informs you that in your adventures, you will explore
several parks and other mysterious locations inhabited by
mysterious cryptids.

Sam scans their band on the green access board. Once the
door opens, recruits are free to explore The Lost Trails!
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Briefing Room



Cashier & Queue

Order Pickup

Dining Room

Signature Item: Bigfoot Pancakes





The Bigfoot Encounter 
Immersive Walkthrough #1



The Bigfoot Encounter
Experience

Guests walk through dark forest trails lined with
bushy, coniferous trees. All throughout, there are
traces of Bigfoot’s presence.

Along the path, the walkway features several
interactive elements that utilize the “Discovery
Band.” When pressed to tree stumps, the
following effects are activated:

 Lightning flashes to show Bigfoot’s silhouette
in woods

 Illuminates Large Footprints
 Screens show large mountains at a distance.

Tapping reveals dark figure (Bigfoot from
afar)

 Stars light up to create constellations in the
sky (ceiling)

The path ends with an array of bushes. Once the
nearby tree activation point is tapped, the bushes
part, revealing a maze of foliage. Once inside, the
maze is lined with mirrors, plexiglass, vines, and
large Redwood trees on every corner.

Tap to reveal 
footsteps



The Bigfoot Encounter
Meet and Greet

Guests come across the campsite with a
campfire, 1960s-era van and canvas tent.

Upon entering the tent, they find a large room
inside with the “missing” camper and Bigfoot.
(They are friends).

The camper, known as Backpackin’ Bill,
humorously chats with guests about Bigfoot. He
acts as a character attendant to the Bigfoot
performer.

(e.g. “Call him Sasquatch, he’s pretty self-conscious
about the whole big foot thing”)

Bigfoot (non-lingual grunts) has a stern
personality at first, but jokes with guests
through grunts and body language.



There have been reports of TWO 
cryptids surrounding Loch Ness! 

The C.D.A.’s newest recruits are on 
the scene. Explore the castle, caves, 
and swamps, solve puzzles, and 
come face to face with The Loch 
Ness Monster and Loveland 
Frogman in this immersive walk-
through experience!

Loch Ness Expedition
Immersive Walkthrough #2



Loch Ness Expedition
Experience and Monster Encounter

21) As guests walk through the trail, a
CDA agent will speak to guests
through motion-sensor activated
speakers, projection mapped clues
and historical newscasts, “cookie-
crumb” trails of dotted lights to
navigate, and bracelet activated
practical props.

2) Today’s Urquhart Castle is in
ruins, but the latest CDA
technology enables “holographic
re-creations.” The ruins are built
with glow-in-the-dark blocks,
while the rest of the hologram
appears to be produced by
projection mapping (activated by
tapping Discovery Band) and
becomes fully illuminated.

3) A combination of front
lighting, strobe lights, and
prop swaps can simulate
missights. This is a
common occurrence in
most Nessie sightings.

4) The final Nessie encounter
uses a screen hidden by forestry
theming, showing Nessie in
Loch Ness, swimming toward
the guests. Once Nessie is off
screen, the animatronic emerges
from the real body of water,
roars, and splashes guests
through a terrifying and
exhilarating encounter!
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Loch Ness Expedition
Loveland Frogman Meet and Greet



Mothman: The Ride 

Watch the ride trailer:
https://youtu.be/hvpHsR
y0wTI
Listen to the 
soundtrack:
https://youtu.be/c7ldMjk
1Cow

The most elusive cryptid of them all is out there,
and the C.D.A. has tasked guests with finding it.
The Mothman flies high above Point Pleasant,
West Virginia, terrorizing its residents. Guests
board a state-of-the-art expedition vehicle called
the Cryptid-Catcher 1000. This vehicle is capable
of capturing legendary cryptids of all shapes and
sizes.

This expedition will require every ounce of
courage you can muster as you face terrifying
beasts, such as Mothman, Chupacabra, and
Thunderbird. Your adventure will culminate in a
large battle between the Mothman and
Thunderbird that sends you flying across the
world. Do you have what it takes to complete
this mission?

https://youtu.be/hvpHsRy0wTI
https://youtu.be/hvpHsRy0wTI
https://youtu.be/c7ldMjk1Cow
https://youtu.be/c7ldMjk1Cow


Mothman: The Ride
Layout and Vehicle
This suspended roller coaster features 
powered dark ride sections, and a 
gravity-controlled finale through the 
atrium. The ride vehicle also rotates in 
a controlled motion to face show scenes.

Show scenes:
1. Chupacabra sneaks up on a camping party
2. Chupacabra jump scare transition
3. Mothman encounter
4. Mothman flies you over a lake
5. Thunderbird encounter
6. Fight between Mothman and Thunderbird
7. Mothman takes you for a ride around the forest (atrium), 

and guests below can see the coaster train flying above 
them

8. Mothman leaves, you return to CDA headquarters empty-
handed. The search continues…



Welcome all travelers and recruits! Here you will find all
the necessary gear for your journey, as well as some
"artifacts" for you to remember us by... if you decide not
to take up the offer.

Some of our highlighted artifacts include night vision
goggles, camouflage uniforms, and Loveland Frog /
Mothman plushies.

Enjoy gazing at all our bestowed treasures. Keep an open
eye while walking around. Rich history of our
organization envelopes this mansion, as well as the rich
history of cryptids.

Take a look out the windows (screens). You never know
what you could see…

Main Room
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